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IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION,VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1998 1Visually Guided Object GraspingRadu Horaud, Member, IEEE, Fadi Dornaika, and Bernard EspiauAbstract| In this paper we present a visual servoing ap-proach to the problem of object grasping and more generally,to the problem of aligning an end-eector with an object.First we extend the method proposed in [1] to the case ofa camera which is not mounted onto the robot being con-trolled and we stress the importance of the real-time esti-mation of the image Jacobian. Second, we show how to rep-resent a grasp or more generally, an alignment between twosolids in 3-D projective space using an uncalibrated stereorig. Such a 3-D projective representation is view-invariantin the sense that it can be easily mapped into an image set-point without any knowledge about the camera parameters.Third, we perform an analysis of the performances of thevisual servoing algorithm and of the grasping precision thatcan be expected from this type of approach.Keywords|Object grasping, projective camera model, 3-D projective reconstruction, hand-eye coordination, visualservoing. I. IntroductionOne of the most common tasks in robotics is grasping.Although the importance of grasping has been recognizedfor many years, there are only a few grasping systems thatcan operate in complex environments. This is mainly dueto the diculty to execute precise robot hand motions inthe presence of various perturbations: the robot's kine-matic is known only partially, unpredictable obstacles maybe located in the neighborhood of the object to be grasped,and the location of the object to be grasped with respectto the robot may be either poorly known or not known atall.Our approach to perform automatic grasping follows theclassical approach of splitting the task in o-line and on-line stages. The goal of the o-line stage is to select agrasp { specify a relationship between the gripper and theobject { and represent this relationship in some space. Thetask to be achieved on-line is to control the robot's motionsuch that the gripper moves from its initial position to anal position that is consistent with the planned grasp.With our approach both o- and on-line stages use cam-eras, therefore intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibrationwill aect the behavior of the grasping process and the ac-curacy with which the grasping location will eventually bereached. Hence, one of the most important merits of a visu-ally guided grasping technique is to be robust with respectThe work described herein has been supported by the EuropeanESPRIT-III programme through the SECOND project (Esprit-BRANo. 6769).R. Horaud is with GRAVIR-CNRS and INRIA Rhône-Alpes, 655avenue de l'Europe, 38330 Montbonnot FranceF. Dornaika is with Department of Mechanical and AutomationEngineering The Chinese University of Hong Kong Shatin, NT, HongKong.B. Espiau is with INRIA Rhône-Alpes
to internal and external camera parameters. Alternatively,one may devise a method which uses uncalibrated cameras.Consider, for example, the following scenario. The o-line stage { which may well be viewed as a preparation orplanning stage { takes place in a laboratory. The on-linestage { task execution { takes place in a hazardous or re-mote site (nuclear, space, oshore, etc.). The cameras usedin the laboratory are not the same as the remote cameras.Moreover, the locations (position and orientation) of thecameras with respect to the object to be grasped and withrespect to the robot are not the same in the laboratory andremote site.In this paper we develop a visual servoing based methodthat is able of achieving grasping or, more generally, align-ment tasks. The main feature of the method describedherein is that the accuracy associated with the task to beperformed is not aected by discrepancies between the Eu-clidean setups at task preparation and at task executionstages. By Euclidean setup we mean internal camera cal-ibration and camera-to-world and robot-to-world relation-ships.More precisely, the desired object to gripper alignmentwill be represented in 3-D projective space rather than in3-D metric space. Such a non-metric representation can beobtained with an uncalibrated pair of cameras, or a stereorig. During the o-line stage one stereo rig observes boththe object and the gripper in their aligned setup and per-forms a projective reconstruction of both of them. Duringthe on-line stage another stereo rig observes the object andperforms its projective reconstruction. Hence, two projec-tive reconstructions of the object are available in two dier-ent projective bases, each one of these bases being attachedto each one of the two stereo rigs. Therefore it is possibleto compute a 3-D projective transformation between theo-line and on-line setups, transfer the gripper from onesetup to another, and predict the location of the gripperin the images associated with the second stereo rig. Oncethis o-line to on-line transfer of gripper points from oneimage pair to another image pair has been performed, theproblem of moving the gripper from an initial position tothe desired grasp position becomes a classical image-basedrobot servoing problem: (i) estimate the velocity screw as-sociated with the gripper frame and (ii) move the robotuntil the image points associated with the observed grip-per are properly aligned with their predicted locations.The visual grasping scheme that we just described sug-gests that (i) two cameras are involved in the visuallyguided control loop and that (ii) these cameras must becalibrated [2]. In fact, once the gripper points have beenproperly transferred, the visual servoing process can pro-ceed with only one of the two cameras and hence, only one
2 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION,VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1998among these two cameras must be internally calibrated.Recently it has been shown by one of us that internal cam-era calibration weakly aects the convergence of image-based robot control when only one camera is being used[3]. II. Background, contribution, and paperorganizationThe theory of image-based servoing has been developed,in parallel, by a number of researchers [1], [4], [5], [6], [7],[8], [9], [10]. Central to the image-based approach is the ne-cessity to compute the image Jacobian. This is equivalentto computing the dierential relationship between a sceneframe and the camera frame (either the scene or the cam-era frame is attached to the robot). Jacobian estimationrequires knowledge about the camera intrinsic and extrin-sic parameters. The latter parameters amount to the rigidmapping between the scene frame and the camera frame.Many implementations get around this problem by simplyallocating constant values to the image Jacobian.The debate whether the sensor should be mounted ontothe robot (eye-in-hand) or should be mounted onto a x-ture (independent-eye) is important because each one ofthese two setups has limitations and advantages. Witha hand-eye approach, the setup (camera parameters andhand-eye relationship) at planning must be identical withthe setup at runtime. The independent eye approach oersmore exibility at the price of the use of several camerasrather than a single camera.This paper has the following contributions. In section IIIwe extend the hand-eye servoing method proposed in [1]to the independent-eye setup. Within the context of thenew mathematical expression that we derive for the imageJacobian, we make clear which parameters vary with timeand which parameters remain constant. Indeed, in a recentreview paper [2] this analysis was not available. Moreoverwe stress the importance of on-line pose computation.In section IV we show how to represent an alignmentbetween two objects in 3-D projective space. The align-ment condition thus derived is projective invariant in thesense that it can be used in conjunction with two uncali-brated camera pairs (one at planning and one at runtime)to compute a goal position for visual servoing.In sections V and VI we describe an in depth compar-ison of image-based servoing with a xed (approximated)Jacobian and with a variable (exact) Jacobian. Next wedescribe the implementation of a visually-guided grasp-ing system which integrates the results of sections III, IV,together with a pose computation method. Finally, sec-tion VII gives some directions for future work.III. Image-based servoingIn this section we consider a camera that observes a mov-ing robot gripper. First we determine the image Jacobian















































Fig. 1. This gure shows the relationships between the various framesassociated with the gripper and with the camera.At each time t the two displacements Dg(t) and Dc(t)are conjugated:Dc(t) = (Dgc) 1 Dg(t) Dgc
HORAUD, DORNAIKA, ESPIAU: VISUAL GRASPING 3Consequently the motion of the gripper can be expressedeither by the moving frame Fg with respect to F 0g or by themoving frame Fc with respect to F 0c :T g = fV (Og);
ggis the velocity screw of Fg with respect to F 0g andT c = fV (Oc);
cgis the velocity screw of Fc with respect to F 0c . These twoscrews are related by the formula:T c = gcT g (2)with: gc =  Rgc RgcS(tgc)0 Rgc  (3)where S(a) is the skew-symmetric matrix associated with a3-vector a. It is important to notice that the rotation Rgcand translation tgc describe the initial pose of the gripperwith respect to the camera and hence they remain constantduring visual servoing.Now, let Bj be a 3-D point onto the gripper and letBcj =(xj ; yj ; zj)> be its Euclidean coordinates in the camera-centered frame F 0c , e.g., gure 1. The projection of thispoint onto the image has as coordinates:uj = uxjzj + u0 (4)vj = v yjzj + v0 (5)where u, v , u0, and v0 are the well known intrinsic cam-era parameters associated with a pin-hole model and (u; v)are the image coordinates of a pixel. By computing thetime derivatives of uj and vj in equations (4) and (5), know-ing that Bcj= V (Oc) + 
c  Bcj , and by combining witheq. (3), it is straightforward to obtain: ujvj ! = JjT g (6)with Jj = Ljgc and Lj equal to: u 00 v 0@ 1zj 0  xjz2j  xjyjz2j 1 + x2jz2j  yjzj0 1zj  yjz2j  1  y2jz2j xjyjz2j xjzj 1AB. Control lawAs already mentioned, we consider n 3-D points (Bj)onto the robot gripper together with their projections ontothe image (bj = (s uj ; s vj ; s)). Let s be the image vectorformed with the Euclidean coordinates of all the points bj .For n points, the vector s has 2n components:s = (u1 v1 : : : uj vj : : : un vn)>
We denote by s? the image set-point { the nal (goal) po-sition. This goal position may correspond, for example, toan alignment condition for grasping (see section IV) or toany other goal position that one wants to reach.Therefore, the task consists in moving the robot suchthat the Euclidean norm of the error vector s s? decreases.Hence, one may constrain the image velocity of each pointbeing considered to exponentially reach its goal positionwith time. This desired behavior writes as s= g (s?   s)where g is a positive scalar that controls the convergencerate of the visual servoing.It is now possible to combine the above formula witheq. (6) and we obtain:JT g = g (s?   s) (7)With J> = J>1 : : :J>n. Let us now assume that the rankof the n6 matrix J is 6 (i.e n  3, and the gripper pointsBj are not collinear). The control velocity screw may thenbe computed as:T g = g Ĵ>WĴ 1 Ĵ>W (s?   s) = gĴy (s?   s) (8)whereW is a symmetric positive matrix of rank 6 allowing,for example, to select some preferred points in the imageamong the n points that are available, and Ĵ is the modelof J which is used in the control expression.To compute this model Ĵ, it is therefore necessary to esti-mate the constant matrix gc and the time-varying valuesof xj , yj , and zj in Fc.Let Bgj be the coordinates of a gripper point in the grip-per frame Fg . These coordinates can be easily estimatedo-line using a hand-tool calibration technique and whichis described in [11]. In order to estimate the initial pose ofthe gripper with respect to the camera, i.e., Dgc, one hasto apply a pose computation method to a set of 2-D to 3-Dpoint matches bj $ Bgj when the gripper is in its initialposition. Moreover, xj , yj , zj { the camera coordinatesof Bj can also be evaluated through a pose computationmethod, the pose method being applied at each time tothe matches bj $ Bgj .Pose computation is a classical problem in computer vi-sion and photogrammetry and many closed-form and/ornumerical solutions have been proposed in the past. Nev-ertheless, these solutions to the object pose computationproblem were not entirely satisfactory. This is the mainreason for which the current solution used in visual ser-voing consists in considering that the pose parameters donot vary too much over time and hence Ĵ is often obtainedby giving to the entries of J constant values, for examplethose corresponding to the goal position [1]. Even if thestability of the closed loop system can be preserved as longas JĴy is a positive matrix, the convergence can neverthe-less be strongly aected. In [12] we present a new objectpose computation method that is fast and reliable enough





Fig. 2. The object projective basis is rigidly attached to the gripperEuclidean frame. Whenever the object moves, these two framesremain virtually attached to it. The projective mapping is con-jugated to the Euclidean mapping.Boj 'HgoBejwhere \'" denotes the projective equality.Next we suppose that the object alone lies in a dierentposition and orientation. Therefore, the object moved andsince its motion is a rigid one it can be described in theEuclidean frame mentioned above which remained virtuallylinked to the object. Let D be the rigid motion associatedwith the object and with this particular frame. D is a 44homogeneous mapping of the form given by eq. (1). Theequivalent projective displacement is (see Figure 2):H ' HgoD (Hgo) 1H maps the \old" projective coordinates into the \new"ones and D maps the old Euclidean coordinates into thenew ones but the relationship between the Euclidean andprojective representations of the gripper-to-object align-ment, Hgo remains invariant. In practice this repre-sentation is encapsulated by the projective coordinatesof gripper points in an object centered projective basis:Bo1; : : :Bon in the projective basis Ao1; : : :Ao5.A. Projective reconstruction with a camera pairWe consider a pair of uncalibrated cameras which ob-serve the gripper aligned with the object, Figure 3. It isknown that from point-to-point matches between the twoimages it is possible to compute the epipolar geometry as-sociated with the two cameras [14]. Moreover, from theepipolar geometry two 34 projection matrices mappingthe 3-D projective space onto the two images can be com-puted [15]. We denote by Px and P0x the two projectionmatrices. Let mx and m0x be the projections of a 3-Dpoint M onto the left and right images associated with thetwo cameras. The equations:mx ' PxMx; m0x ' P0xMx (9)allow to compute the 3-D projective coordinatesMx of the3-D point M in a projective basis x attached to the cam-era pair. Since the geometry of the camera pair (intrinsic


















Fig. 4. This gure shows the runtime setup where the gripper isvisually servoed from an initial to a goal position. The goal po-sition is dened by the image transferred point, or implicitly bya 3-D virtual position of the gripper.expressed in the two projective bases x and y:Ayi ' (Hyo) 1HxoAxi 'HxyAxi (13)Eq. (13) allows to compute a 44 homogeneous ma-trix Hxy from point matches between two setups, x and y,(ax;a0x)$ (ay;a0y). With ve point matches one obtainsan exact solution. However, if a larger number of pointmatches are available, a least-square solution can be com-puted [16]. To summarize, the following procedure trans-fers gripper points from the learning setup to the runtimesetup:1. For each gripper point Bj ; j = 1 : : : n:2. Reconstruct the projective coordinates of a gripperpoint from its images associated with the setup x:bxj ' PxBxj ; b0xj ' P0xBxj3. Map these point coordinates from one projective basisto the other projective basis:Byj ' HxyBxj4. Project the gripper point onto the images associatedwith the runtime setup:byj ' PyByj ; b0yj ' P0yByj
6 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION,VOL. XX, NO. Y, MONTH 1998C. Computing the set-point s?The set-point s? is simply derived by transforming the2-D homogeneous coordinates of an image point into itsimage coordinates:s? = 0BB@ fbx1...fbxn 1CCA with bxj =  fbx11 In theory the visual servoing algorithm described in sec-tion III needs a single camera. Therefore a minimal cameraconguration may consist in one camera pair at planningand a single camera at runtime: indeed, it is possible tocombine the runtime camera with any one of the two othercameras to perform the transfer and compute the set-point.Alternatively, one can run two simultaneous visual servoingprocesses and with two cameras eq. (8) becomes:T g = g  Ĵy Ĵ0y  s?   ss0?   s0 V. Performance analysisIn this section we analyze the behavior of the visual ser-voing algorithm described in section III. This algorithm isgiven an image set-point s? and a current image positions and attempts to align s with s?. This alignment is doneaccording to eq. (8): the robot moves until the norm of theimage error vector s?   s vanishes. Therefore, a good es-timation, Ĵy, of the pseudo-inverse of J, is key. As alreadymentioned, the classical approach used as an estimation ofĴ is the measured value of J at the equilibrium congura-tion | the robot lies in the desired goal position. Hence,with this choice, Ĵy is kept constant during all the servoingprocess.The pose algorithm introduced in [12] allows us to com-pute on-line a current estimate of Jy in approximatively2 10 3 seconds. This computation time is compatible withreal-time feature tracking and servoing. It is therefore pos-sible to run experiments in order to analyze the behaviorof visual servoing with an updated Jacobian.Unlike the computation of the set-point s?, both meth-ods (updated and constant Jacobians) require explicit val-ues for the camera intrinsic parameters. However, in [3] isshown that the convergence of visual servoing is very littleaected by these parameters. In practice we used the hor-izontal and vertical focal lengths provided by the cameramanufacturer and we set the position of the optical axis atthe image center: u = 1500; v = 1000; u0 = v0 = 256In order to compare the behavior of the variable Jaco-bian servoing with the constant Jacobian servoing we per-formed the following experiments. In the rst experimentthe distance between the initial and nal robot positionis \small" (150 in orientation and 35cm in depth). In thesecond experiment this distance is large (300 in orientation
and 70cm in depth). The curves plotted on Figure 5 rep-resent the norm of the image error (ks?   sk) between thecurrent gripper position and the nal gripper position as afunction of time.One may notice that, in both experiments describedabove, the variable-Jacobian servoing algorithm has an ex-ponential error decrease associated with it, which is not thecase for the constant-Jacobian servoing and for large depthdiscrepancies between the initial and goal positions.
Fig. 5. These plots show the behavior of the servoing algorithmwhen the distance between the initial and nal gripper position is\small" (left) and when this distance is \large" (right). The fullcurves correspond to exact Jacobian servoing while the dashedcurves correspond to a constant Jacobian servoing.The visual servoing algorithm runs at 10Hz on aSun/Sparc10 workstation. Table V summarizes the CPUtimes associated with each stage of the algorithm. Noticethat 70% of the computing power is devoted to data trans-fer (image acquisition, image transfer, computer-robotcommunications) and only 2% is devoted to the on-linecomputation of the image Jacobian.TABLE IOne cycle of the real-time control loop.Image acquisition 40msImage transfer 20msImage processing 30msJacobian computation 2msVelocity screw computation 1msComputer-robot communication 10msTotal 103msVI. Grasping experimentsAs already described, grasping includes a planning stage,a transfer stage, and an execution stage. The executionstage performs a real-time visually controlled loop: At planning time an uncalibrated stereo rig computesa 3-D projective representation of grasping. This isillustrated on Figure 6. At preparation time a single camera observes both theobject to be grasped and the gripper in some initialposition. The locations of both the object and the
HORAUD, DORNAIKA, ESPIAU: VISUAL GRASPING 7gripper are arbitrary, provided that they are in theeld of view of the camera. The goal of this prepa-ration stage is to transfer gripper points in order tocompute the image set-point s? { Figure 7{left. The robot motion can now be controlled using visualfeedback. The velocity screw associated with the grip-per frame is iteratively updated using eq. (8) until thenorm of the image error vector ks? sk vanishes. Fig-ure 7{right shows the nal grasping location reachedby the gripper.Since only one camera is used at runtime, the image pointtransfer technique combines this camera with the camerapair used o-line to form two stereo pairs.
Fig. 6. The gripper and the object to be grasped as viewed by a stereorig. A large set of point correspondences (not shown) allows usto compute the epipolar geometry. Object points together withgripper points are represented in a 3-D projective space.
Fig. 7. An example of applying the visually guided grasping method.The set-point (left) is the projection of a view-invariant alignmentrepresentation. The grasp (right) is reached when the image ofthe gripper is aligned with the set-point.One important feature of any grasping method is theprecision with which the gripper and the object are even-tually aligned. In all our experiments the distance from thecamera to the object to be grasped is of approximatively1 meter. The camera lens has a focal length of 12.5 mm(u  1000) which allows for a wide eld of view. Sincethe method's main idea is to align image points, the nalgrasping overall precision depends on the quality of the set-point s?. When the gripper is properly aligned with theobject to be grasped, a gripper point with camera coor-dinates (x; y; z) matches an image point with coordinates(u; v) and this image point belongs to the set-point s?. We
establish the relationship between the 3-D error and the2-D error.By dierentiation of eq. (4) we obtain the following re-lationship: du = udxz   x dzz2 The 3-D precision that we want to achieve is 0.5 mm.Therefore we have dx = dz = 5 10 4m, and let x = 0:1m,z = 1m, u = 1000. We obtain: du  dv  0:5pixelsThis means that the transfer method outlined above mustcompute the set-point with an accuracy of 0:5 pixels. Suchan accuracy may be obtained, provided that (i) the im-age locations of object points have an equivalent accuracyand (ii) there are 15 to 20 object points available with theimage pairs [16]. The rst condition can be easily satis-ed with standard correlation-based point-feature extrac-tion methods. The second condition is more dicult tosatisfy because it is context dependent.VII. DiscussionWe described a method for aligning a robot end-eectorwith an object. An example of such an alignment is grasp-ing. The method consists of using an uncalibrated stereorig in order to represent the alignment in 3-D projectivespace and of servoing the robot using visual feedback fromeither one or two cameras. As already mentioned, theset-point { the set of image points with which the grip-per points must eventually be aligned { can be computedwithout any camera calibration. The nal accuracy of thegripper-to-object alignment depends on the accuracy withwhich the set-point has been estimated. Nevertheless, thecomputation of the image Jacobian requires the cameraintrinsic parameters to be known. The accuracy of theseparameters does not aect neither the nal precision of thealignment nor the convergence of the servoing algorithm;they merely aect the trajectory of the gripper between itsinitial and goal locations.One interesting feature of the method is that no Eu-clidean knowledge about the object to be grasped is re-quired. In order to relate the velocity screw of the gripperwith the image error vector the method requires Euclideanknowledge about the robot gripper, namely the Euclideancoordinates of the gripper markings must be known in grip-per frame. This is an intrinsic property of the gripper thatcan be easily determined using standard hand-eye or hand-tool calibration methods [17], [11].The use of visual feedback for object grasping and foralignment in general is a promising research topic becauseit is a tolerant to various disturbances and because it doesnot require such prior knowledge as robot-to-world cali-bration and/or CAD models for the objects to be manipu-lated. The method described in this paper permits a deeperunderstanding of the interaction between uncalibrated vi-sion and robot control which has important implications inrobotics.
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